
Publisher’s Pre-Launch Amazon Checklist

As we near the book launch date, we want to ensure all the pieces are in place and updated on
the author’s Amazon profile. Here’s a brief list to double check some of those moving pieces so

we can sail through the launch date smoothly.

Review the Author’s Amazon Profile Page for possible updates:
Example of completed Amazon Author Profile

❏ Profile photo
❏ “About me” section
❏ If applicable, all previous titles are listed/linked
❏ Name is spelled correctly of author and books
❏ Any “author updates” are available
❏ Survey their page overall for any needed updates

Review the Author’s Amazon Book Page for possible updates:
Examples: AJ Harper - Mark LaChance - Whitney Johnson

❏ Book images (Front cover + back cover)
❏ Book preview
❏ Description

❏ Can also start with an endorsement if Author has one from a fantastic source
❏ Check product details are fully filled out
❏ If available in Kindle, Hardcover, Paperback, ensure all are listed through same URL
❏ Ensure the proper release date is listed

❏ You don’t want the book being released prior to their official launch date unless
for a very specific reason (your publisher will know when this is best)

❏ Check for any additional endorsements
❏ Each time any Influencer reviews the Authors book (how to), add to Editorial Reviews
❏ Check categories - categories will need to be updated a week out from launch

❏ Your client will share which categories they want changed (Amber V shares her
thoughts as close to launch as possible)

❏ Read through entire page for spelling checks and additional needed updates
❏ See if section “Popular Highlights” can be added
❏ See if “From the Publisher” graphic can be added

https://www.amazon.com/AJ-Harper/e/B09ZG6V3WV/ref=aufs_dp_fta_dsk
https://www.amazon.com/Write-Must-Read-Craft-Changes-Lives_Including/dp/1989603696/
https://www.amazon.com/Lucky-Formula-Stack-Favor-Success-ebook/dp/B09L57ML6F
https://www.amazon.com/Smart-Growth-Grow-People-Company-ebook/dp/B08TCJZ7ST
https://docs.google.com/document/d/12xeThR6xOekS_YogzdNu-QhJ8C9PeEUXMgvP0QhUitU/edit?pli=1

